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This paper is about combining nondeterminism and probabilities. We
study this phenomenon from a domain theoretic point of view. In domain
theory, nondeterminism is modeled using the notion of powerdomain, while
probability is modeled using the powerdomain of valuations. Those two
functors do not combine well, as they are. We define the notion of power-
domain of indexed valuations, which can be combined nicely with the usual
nondeterministic powerdomain. We show an equational characterization of
our construction. Finally we discuss the computational meaning of indexed
valuations, and we show how they can be used, by giving a denotational
semantics of a simple imperative language.
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1 Introduction
Nondeterminism and probability are computational effects whose semantics has
been thoroughly studied. The combination of the two appears to be essential in
giving models for concurrent processes [Var85, Han91, SL95]. Denotationally,
nondeterminism is handled by the notion of powerdomain functor in a suitable
category of domains [Plo83], while probabilistic behavior is handled by the pow-
erdomain of valuations [Jon90, Kir93]. They happen to be monads, thus fitting
the general idea, introduced by Moggi, of monads as models for computational
effects [Mog91].
A general way for combining two monads is by defining adistributive law
[Bec69]. Suppose we have two monads(T, ηT , µT ), (S, ηS, µS) on some category.
A distributive lawof S overT is a natural transformationd : ST
·−→TS satisfying
the following axioms:
• d ◦ ηST = TηS
• d ◦ SηT = ηT S
• d ◦ µST = TµS ◦ dS ◦ Sd
• d ◦ SµT = µT S ◦ Td ◦ dT
With a distributive law we can define a monad on the functorTS:
if d : ST
·−→TS is a distributive law, then
(









Now, let(P, ηP , µP ) be the finite nonempty powerset monad, and(V, ηV , µV )
be the finite probability distribution monad in the categorySET. If we want to
build some kind of “combined” monad, we have to face the following obstacle:
Proposition 1.1. There is no distributive law ofV overP .
Proof: The idea for this proof is due to Gordon Plotkin1. Assume thatd :
V P
·−→PV is a distributive law. Consider the setX := {a, b, c, d}. TakeΞ :=
1
2
δ{a,b} + 12δ{c,d} ∈ V P (X). We try to find out whatR := dX(Ξ) is.
Let Y := {a, b}. Consider:













d 7→ a .















One of the unit laws ford tells us thatS := dY (δY ) = {δa, δb}. Therefore,
considering the functorial action ofPV , we must have that
∅ 6= R ⊆
{
pδa + (1 − p)δc | p ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {qδb + (1 − q)δd | q ∈ [0, 1]
}













This tells us that
∅ 6= R ⊆
{
p′δa + (1 − p′)δd | p′ ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {q′δb + (1 − q′)δc | q ∈ [0, 1]
}
.
Combining these pieces of information we conclude thatR must be a nonempty
subset of{δa, δb, δc, δd}.
Now letZ := {a, c}. Consider






d 7→ c .















SinceT = PV (f ′′)(R), thenT must be a nonempty subset of{δa, δc}. But the
other unit law ford tells us thatT = d(1
2








A very similar argument can be applied to prove the dual
Proposition 1.2. There is no distributive law ofP overV .
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Similar statements are true for the corresponding monads in the category of
continuous domains and continuous functionsCONT. If P is some powerdo-
main monad andV is the powerdomain of valuations monad, then there is no
distributive law between them.
Let us look at the reason for this phenomenon. The monads above arise as
free algebras for suitable equational theories. In such cases a categorical distribu-
tive law amounts to an equational distributive law between the operators of the
theories. In our case we would like to distribute the probabilistic choice over the
nondeterministic one. Assume that+p is a probabilistic choice operator:A +p B
is choosingA with probabilityp andB with probability (1 − p). This operator
satisfiesA +p A = A. Now if A, B, C are sets, we would like that:
A +p (B ∪ C) = (A +p B) ∪ (A +p C) .
But if this law has to be true, then
{x, y} = {x, y} +p {x, y} = {x, y, x +p y, y +p x}
which is a contradiction.
Morally the proof of proposition 1.1 relies on the lawA +p A = A. Dually
the proof of proposition 1.2 relies on the lawA ∪ A = A. It would be interest-
ing to investigate more in details the relations between categorical and equational
distributive laws, although it might already have been done, and I am simply not
aware of it.
The equation{x, y} = {x, y, x +p y, y +p x} suggests a possible solution to
this difficulty. Tix [Tix99] and Mislove [Mis00], independently, define the notion
of geometrically convex powerdomainPTM , which cannot be applied to arbitrary
continuous domains, but to continuous d-cones only. Morally,PTM(X) is the set
of all convexsubsets ofX. The binary operator∪ is interpreted as union followed
by convex closure. The compositionPTM ◦ V is proved to have the universal
property that makes it a monad.
Our solution amounts to defining the notion ofindexed valuationfunctorIV .
Indexed valuations are similar to usual valuations but they do not satisfyA +p
A = A. It is possible to define a distributive law between the usualP ndIV .
We perform this construction both in the category of sets and in the category of
continuous domains.
As in the case ofP andV, the functorIV is freely generated by an (in)equa-
tional theory.
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Besides their categorical justification, indexed valuations have a computa-
tional meaning, which we present by giving semantics to an imperative language
containing both random assignment and nondeterministic choice. The operational
semantics is given in terms of alternating transition systems. Such systems come
equipped with a notion of scheduler for resolving the nondeterminism. In the
literature there are two notions of scheduler: deterministic and probabilistic. Us-
ing indexed valuations, we give a denotational semantics which is adequate with
respect to deterministic schedulers. A semantics in terms of the Tix-Mislove con-
struction, instead, is adequate with respect to probabilistic schedulers.
2 Indexed valuations in the category of sets
We perform our construction in the category of sets and functions. We define
the indexed valuation functor and the distributive law. The notions introduced in
this section will also be necessary when we work in the category of continuous
domains.
2.1 Definition
We need some preliminary definitions.
Definition 2.1. A discrete valuation(DV) on a setX is a function
ν : X → R+ := [0, +∞] .













The supportSupp(ν) of a DV ν is defined as
Supp(ν) := ν−1(]0, +∞]) = {x ∈ X | ν(x) > 0} .
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As far as I know this notion, although straightforward, does not have a standard
name in the literature. The name “discrete valuations” comes from the fact that
they are valuations on the discrete topology (see section 4.1). In [JLY01] discrete
valuations taking values in[0, +∞[ are calledweightings.
We denote the set of discrete valuations onX by V (X).
Definition 2.2. A discrete valuationν is adiscrete partial probability distribution
if |ν| ≤ 1. A discrete valuationν is afinite valuationif Supp(ν) is finite.
Partial probability distributions are sufficient for semantics of probabilistic
processes. Nevertheless, we choose to deal with the more general notion of valu-
ation, because the corresponding equational theory is nicer while the other funda-
mental properties are the same [Kir93].
We now introduce the main new concept.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a set. Anindexed discrete valuation(IDV) on X is a
pair(Ind ,Prob) whereInd : I → X is a function andProb is a discrete valuation
on I, for some setI.
Notice that we do not require thatInd be injective. This is indeed the main
point of this construction: we want to divide the probability of an element among
its indexes. One possible interpretation is that indexes inI represent computa-
tions, while elements ofX represent observations.
We shall also writexi for Ind(i) and pi for Prob(i). An indexed discrete
valuationξ := (Ind ,Prob) will also be denoted as(xi, pi)i∈I .
We are now going to define an equivalence relation on the class of IDV’s. It is
the transitive closure of two simpler equivalence relations.
Definition 2.4. We set
(xi, pi)i∈I ∼1 (yj, qj)j∈J
if and only if there exists a bijectionh : I → J such that
∀i ∈ I. yh(i) = xi ,
∀i ∈ I. qh(i) = pi .
This says that two IDV’s are equivalent up to renaming of the indexes. If we
interpret indexes as computations, we may say that we do not care about the iden-
tity of a single computation. We only care of how many different computations
there are, and how they relate to observations.
Given an IDV(xi, pi)i∈I , let I0 := {i ∈ I | pi = 0}.
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Definition 2.5. We set
(xi, pi)i∈I ∼2 (yj, qj)j∈J
if and only if
I \ I0 = J \ J0 ,
∀i ∈ I \ I0. xi = yi & pi = qi .
This says that only indexes in the support matter. Intuitively, computations
with probability 0 do not happen, so we may as well ignore them.
Definition 2.6. The equivalence relation∼ is the transitive closure of∼1 ◦ ∼2.
¿From now on we will use the term “indexed discrete valuations” to denote
equivalence classes under∼.
Given a setX and an infinite cardinal numberα we define the setIVα(X) as
follows:
IVα(X) := {[(xi, pi)i∈I ]∼ | Card(I) < α} .
In particularIVℵ0(X) is the set of indexed discrete valuations whose indexing set
is finite. Its elements are called indexed finite valuations. For simplicity, we shall
write IV for IVℵ0.
The construction above can be extended to a functorIV : SET → SET as
follows. If f : X → Y then
IV (f)([(xi, pi)i∈I ]∼) := [(f(xi), pi)i∈I ]∼ .
It is easy to check that this construction is well defined (i.e. does not depend on
the representative). The functorIV extends to a monad, with the following unit
and multiplication (we drop the mention of equivalence classes to simplify the
reading):
ηIVX : X → IV (X) ,
ηIVX (x) := (x, 1)∗∈{∗} ;
µIVX : IV (IV (X)) → IV (X) ,





Iλ , qj = pjπλ if j ∈ Iλ .
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To simplify the definition ofµ, recall that an IDV is in fact an equivalence
class. We can therefore assume thatIλ = I for everyλ ∈ Λ because we can
always reindex and add indexes with probability 0. Therefore






i )i∈I , πλ)λ∈Λ
)
:= (xλi , πλp
λ
i )(i,λ)∈I×Λ .
Proposition 2.7. The triple(IV, ηIV , µIV ) defined above is a monad.
Proof: It is easy to check thatη, µ are well defined and are natural transfor-









































= ((xi, pi)i∈I , 1)∗∈{∗};
µX
(
((xi, pi)i∈I , 1)∗∈{∗}
)


















































Notice that we make essential use of the fact that indexed valuations are defined
as equivalence classes.
Recall that the monad on the nonempty finite powerset functorP is defined as
follows:
ηPX : X → P (X) ,
ηP (x) = {x} ;




We define a distributive law of indexed valuations over powerset.
Theorem 2.8. Let IV : SET → SET be as above, andP : SET → SET be
the covariant nonempty finite powerset monad. Then
d : IV ◦ P → P ◦ IV ,
dX(Si, pi)i∈I := {(h(i), pi)i∈I |h : I → X, h(i) ∈ Si}
is a distributive law.
Proof: We first notice (omitting the easy proof) thatd is well defined. Then











Y IV (P (Y ))
dY // P (IV (Y ))
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Take a functionf : X → Y . TakeΞ ∈ IV (P (X)), Ξ = (Si, pi)i∈I . We have
IV (P (f))(Ξ) = (f(Si), pi)i∈I . Then
dY (f(Si), pi)i∈I =
{
(h′(i), pi)i∈I | h′ : I → Y, h′(i) ∈ f(Si)
}
=: A .
On the other hand consider
P (IV (f))
({
(h(i), pi)i∈I | h : I → X, h(i) ∈ Si
})
.
This is equal to{
(f(h(i)), pi)i∈I | h : I → X, h(i) ∈ Si
}
=: B .
We have to show thatA = B. ClearlyB ⊆ A, just leth′ = f ◦ h. Take now an
element(h′(i), pi)i∈I of A. This means thath′(i) = f(xi) for somexi ∈ Si. For
everySi, we select one suchxi and then we defineh(i) = xi. Thus we have
(f(h(i)), pi)i∈I = (h′(i), pi)i∈I
so that(h′(i), pi)i∈I belongs toB.






































































Let X := (Ξλ, πλ)λ∈Λ ∈ IV (IV (P (X))), whereΞλ := (Siλ , piλ)iλ∈Iλ .
As before we can assume thatIλ = I for everyλ ∈ Λ. ThereforeΞλ =
(Sλi , p
λ
i )i∈I . We have that
µIVP (X) (X ) = (Sλi , pλi πλ)(i,λ)∈I×Λ .
If we applydX to this term we get{
(h(i, λ), pλi πλ)(i,λ)∈I×Λ | h : I × Λ → X, h(i, λ) ∈ Sλi
}
:= A .





(hλ(i), pλi )i∈I | hλ : I → X, hλ(i) ∈ Sλi
}
.
Now applydIV (X). We get{
(H(λ), πλ)λ∈Λ |H : Λ → IV (X), H(λ) ∈ dX(Ξλ)
}
:= B .
The functionH is choosing an element indX(Ξλ). We can think ofH as
choosing a functionhλ : I → X, hλ(i) ∈ Sλi . Therefore we can equiva-
lently defineB as follows:
B =
{
((H(λ)(i), pλi )i∈I , πλ)λ∈Λ |H : Λ → (I → X), H(λ)(i) ∈ Sλi
}
.
Now we have to show that the flattening (throughµIV ) of every valuation
in B gives a valuation inA, and that every valuation inA can be obtained
flattening a valuation inB. We have
µIVX
(
((H(λ)(i), pλi )i∈I , πλ)λ∈Λ
)
= (H(λ)(i), pλi πλ)i∈I .
Now it is enough to observe that “uncurrying”H we get anh : I × Λ →
X, satisfyingh(i, λ) ∈ Sλi . SoP (µIVX )(B) ⊆ A. The other inclusion is
















S. LetX := (Si, pi)i∈I ∈ IV (P (P (X))). We
have that
IV (µPX)(X ) = (
⋃
Si, pi)i∈I .
If we applydX to this term we get{





Consider nowdP (X)(X ). It is{
(h′(i), pi)i∈I | h′ : I → P (X), h′(i) ∈ Si
}
:= D .
The functionh′ is choosing an set inSi for everyi. Now two steps in one.
First step: we applyP (dX) to D and we obtain a setC of sets of valuations.
Second step: we flattenC to a setB of valuations defined as:{
(h′′(i), pi)i∈I | h′′ : I → X, h′′(i) ∈ h′(i), h′ : I → P (X), h′(i) ∈ Si
}
.
We claim thatA = B. ClearlyB ⊆ A becauseh′′(i) ∈
⋃
Si. But also
A ⊆ B. We buildh′ as follows: for everyi we chooseSi ∈ Si such that
h(i) ∈ Si. Thenh′′ = h does the job.

It then follows that the functorP ◦ IV is endowed with a monad structure.
2.2 Equational characterization
We now define two operations on indexed discrete valuations, which will allow us
to characterizeIV as a free algebra.
Definition 2.9. Let ν := (Ind ,Prob) = (xi, pi)i∈I and ξ := (Ind
′,Prob ′) =
(yj, qj)j∈J be IDV’s onX. Assume thatI ∩ J = ∅ (this is not restrictive, because
we can always reindex).
We defineν ⊕ ξ to be(Ind ∪ Ind ′,Prob ∪ Prob ′). Forp ∈ R+ we definepν
to be(xi, ppi)i∈I . With 0 we denote the IDV whose indexing set is empty.
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Note, in particular, thatpν ⊕ (1 − p)ν 6∼ ν.
Consider the following equational theory:
1. A ⊕ B = B ⊕ A;
2. A ⊕ (B ⊕ C) = (A ⊕ B) ⊕ C;
3. A ⊕ 0 = A;
4. 0A = 0;
5. 1A = A;
6. p(A ⊕ B) = pA ⊕ pB p ∈ R+;
7. p(qA) = (pq)A p, q ∈ R+.
These axioms are almost the ones defining areal cone[Tix99]. The only
difference is that we drop the axiom(p + q)A = (pA ⊕ qA).
Definition 2.10. A real quasi-cone2 is a model for the equational theory (1)–(7).
Proposition 2.11.The indexed finite valuations are the free real quasi-cone.
Proof: For any setX, it is clear thatIV (X) with the operations defined above
is a quasi-cone. LetQ be a quasi-cone and letf : X → Q a function. We have to
show that there is a unique quasi-cone homomorphismf : IV (X) → Q such that





Associativity, commutativity, and the two0-laws guarantee that the definition does
not depend on the representative for(xi, pi)i∈I . The unit law guarantees that
f(x, 1) = f(x). The homomorphism condition for the sum (and0) is obvious,
while for the scalar product we have to use the laws (6) and (7). 
Recall that a semilattice is a model of the following theory.
8. A ∪– B = B ∪– A;
9. A ∪– (B ∪– C) = (A ∪– B) ∪– C;
2This name is provisional: suggestions will be appreciated
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10. A ∪– A = A.
It is well known that the finite nonempty powerset is the free semilattice.
The universality of these constructions gives rise to adjunctions, which in turn
give rise to monads. It is rather straightforward to check that they are the ones
defined in section 2.1.
Consider now the combined equational theory (1)–(10) augmented with the
following axioms.
11. p(A ∪– B) = pA ∪– pB;
12. A ⊕ (B ∪– C) = (A ⊕ B) ∪– (A ⊕ C).
Notice that (11)–(12) express equationally that the probabilistic operators dis-
tribute over the nondeterministic one.
Theorem 2.12.The monad onP ◦ IV obtained via the categorical distributive
law defined above is the free algebra for the equational theory (1)–(12).
Proof: First we show thatP ◦ IV is left adjoint to the forgetful functor. Let’s
start by observing thatP (IV (X)) is indeed a model of (1)–(12), where∪– is in-
terpreted as union, addition and scalar multiplications are the standard extensions
to subsets of the corresponding operations inIV (X), and0 is the singleton of the
empty indexed valuation. Now letQ be a model of (1)–(12), and letf : X → Q be
a function. We have to show that there is a unique functionf : P (IV (X)) → Q
which respects the operations and such thatf{(x, 1)} = f(x). The homomor-









Laws (1)–(4) again guarantee that the definition in the first line does not de-
pend on the representative for(xi, pi)i∈I . Laws (8),(9) guarantee that the second
line is well defined. The law (5) guarantees thatf{(x, 1)} = f(x). The function
respects the sum (and0) because of law (12). It respects the product because of
laws (6),(7),(11). It respects the union because of law (10).
Notice that the unit of the adjunction is justηP ηIV .
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We have to show that this monad generated by this adjunction is the same as
the monad generated by the distributive law. The functor and the unit are the same.
Instead of showing that the multiplication is the same, we equivalently show that
the Kleisli extension operators are the same.
Let f : X → P (IV (Y )) be a function. Consider a finite set of discrete
valuationsA ∈ P (IV (X)). SinceA is finite it is not restrictive to assume that all





i )i∈I | ρ ∈ R
}
,
with the convention that for two differentρ, ρ′ the corresponding valuations are







j )j∈J | σi,ρ ∈ Si,ρ
}
,
with a similar convention as above for any fixed(i, ρ), and also assuming that the
Si,ρ are all disjoint. Again it is not restrictive to assume that all the valuations are
indexed by the same setJ .


































j )(j,i)∈J×I | kρ : I →
⋃
i∈I


















j )(j,i)∈J×I | kρ : I →
⋃
i∈I
Si,ρ, kρ(i) ∈ Si,ρ, ρ ∈ R
}
.






i )i∈I | ρ ∈ R
})
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By the conventions we have assumed, choosing an element inf(xρi ) is the same
as choosing aσi,ρ ∈ Si,ρ, therefore it is equivalent to think ofhρ as a function
hρ : I →
⋃
i∈I S







j )j∈J , p
ρ
i )i∈I | hρ : I →
⋃
i∈I












j )(j,i)∈J×I | hρ : I →
⋃
i∈I
Si,ρ, hρ(i) ∈ Si,ρ
}










j )(j,i)∈J×I | hρ : I →
⋃
i∈I




If we see finite indexed valuations and finite sets as (equivalence classes of)
terms we can give a syntactic interpretation of the categorical distributive law:
it takes a term where there are no probabilistic operators inside a nondetermin-
istic one and transforms it into a term where all the nondeterministic operators
have been pushed outside. In other words we interpret the equations (11)–(12) as
rewriting rules, from left to right.
3 The construction of Tix and Mislove in the cate-
gory of sets
Another possibility for combining nondeterminism and probability is the one sug-
gested in [Tix99, Mis00]. Those works are only concerned with DCPO’s. In this
section we perform a similar construction in the categorySET.
Definition 3.1. A real cone3
13. (p + q)A = pA ⊕ qA p, q ∈ R+.
We callRCONE the category of real cones and homomorphisms.
3Our definition is the one used in [Kir93]. The definition in [Tix99] is slightly different.
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If X is a set, the set of finite valuations overX (denote byV (X)) can be
endowed with a real cone structure, the operations being defined pointwise. It is
easy to verify that
Proposition 3.2. The finite valuations are the free real cone.
Definition 3.3. A subsetX of a real cone isconvexif for every x, y ∈ X, p ∈
[0, 1], we havepx ⊕ (1 − p)y ∈ X. Given a setX, its convex closureX is the
smallest convex set containingX. A convex setX is finitely generatedif there
exists a finite setX0 such thatX = X0. Given a finite setI, elementsxi, i ∈ I
of a real cone and nonnegative real numberspi, i ∈ I such that
∑
i∈I pi = 1, the
element
⊕
i∈I pixi is said to be aconvex combinationof thexi.
The following result is standard.
Proposition 3.4. For a setX, we have thatX is the set of convex combinations
of elements ofX.
Definition 3.5. For a real cone Z we define
PTM(Z) = {Y ⊆ Z | Y convex, finitely generated} .
We define
• pY = {py | y ∈ Y };
• Y ⊕ Y ′ = {y ⊕ y′ | y ∈ Y, y′ ∈ Y ′};
• 0 = {λx.0};
• Y ∪– Y ′ = Y ∪ Y ′ = {py ⊕ (1 − p)y′ | p ∈ [0, 1], y ∈ Y, y′ ∈ Y ′}.
Definition 3.6. A real cone-semilatticeis a model for the theory (1)–(13). The
corresponding category is calledRCS.
Proposition 3.7.The operatorPTM with the operations as above defines a functor
RCONE → RCS which is left adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Proof: First we have to show that the operations are well defined and that
satisfy the axioms. IfY, Y ′ are convex, it is easy to show thatpY, Y ⊕ Y ′, Y ∪– Y
are convex. IfY0, Y ′0 are finite generators forY, Y
′ thenpY0 is a finite generator
for pY , Y0⊕Y ′0 is a finite generator forY ⊕Y ′ andY0∪Y ′0 is a finite generator for
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Y ∪– Y ′. As for the axioms the only nontrivial ones are (12)-(13): here is where
convexity is needed.
Then we have to show the universal property characterizing freeness. For
every real coneZ and real cone-semilatticeH and real cone homomorphismf :
X → H, there exists a uniqueRCS-morphismf : PTM(Z) → H such that
f({z}) = f(z). Now for everyY ∈ PTM(Z) let Y0 be one of its finite generators,
then




The homomorphism condition implies uniqueness. We have to show that this
function is well defined and that it is indeed an homomorphism. First we need to
show that the definition does not depend on the chosen finite generator.
Lemma 3.8. LetH be a real cone-semilattice, letY0, Z0 be finite subsets ofH. If





Proof: We prove this for the simple case whereY0 = {y, y′}, Z0 = {z, z′}.
The general case can be proved in a similar way. We want to prove thaty ∪– y′ =
z ∪– z′. We will prove thaty ∪– y′ = y ∪– y′ ∪– z ∪– z′ (which, by symmetry, im-
plies our result). Note that, from the assumption,z, z′ must be convex combina-
tions ofy, y′. The statement is thus a consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.9. In a real cone-semilattice, ifw is a convex combination ofy, y′
then
y ∪– y′ = y ∪– y′ ∪– w .
Proof: Let w = py ⊕ (1 − p)y′. Then
y ∪– y′ = p(y ∪– y′) ⊕ (1 − p)(y ∪– y′)
= y ∪– y′ ∪– (py ⊕ (1 − p)y′) ∪– (py′ ⊕ (1 − p)y) .
The statement of the proposition follows from
Lemma 3.10. In a semilattice, ifx = x ∪– x′ ∪– x′′, thenx = x ∪– x′.
Proof:
x ∪– x′ = x ∪– x′ ∪– x′′ ∪– x′ = x ∪– x′ ∪– x′′ = x

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gives rise to a monad inSET. Let’s look concretely at its Kleisli extension.
Takef : X → PTM(V (Y )), sayf(x) = Bx. We have that the Kleisli exten-
sionf † : PTM(V (X)) → PTM(V (Y )) is defined as

































Remember thatU = V .











pξ(x)h(x) + (1 − p)ξ′(x)h′(x) .





Bx is convex , thenh′′(x) ∈ Bx. (If ξ′′(x) = 0 thenh′′(x) can be set equal to any
element ofBx.) We have
ξ′′(x)h′′(x) = pξ(x)h(x) + (1 − p)ξ′(x)h′(x) .
ThereforeU ⊆ W .
For the other direction take
∑
x∈X ξ(x)h(x). We know thatξ =
∑
i piξi with














which is a convex combination of elements ofV . 
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4 Indexed valuations in the category of continuous
domains
4.1 Definition
To give semantics to languages with recursion we work in a category of domains.
We shall recall briefly the domain theoretic notions we need. For a more detailed
treatment, the suggested reference is [AJ94].
In every DCPO anapproximationrelation is definable (also known asway-
belowrelation). We say thatx  y if y v
⊔↑ Z =⇒ ∃z ∈ Z.x v z. A subsetB
of a DCPOD is abasisif every x ∈ D is the directed lub of the elements ofB
that are way-belowx. A DCPO with a basis is called acontinuous domain.
An example of a continuous domain is(R+,≤). Its way-below relation is
p  q iff (p < q or p = 0) .
A basis ofR+ is Q+.
The properties of the way-below relation onB suggest the following defini-
tion.
Definition 4.1. A relation < on a setX is anAB-relation if it is transitive and
satisfies the finite interpolation property: for everyF ⊆fin X and for everyx ∈
X, F < x =⇒ ∃y ∈ X. F < y < x. The structure(X, <) is called anabstract
basis.
A preorder is also an abstract basis. For AB-relations we shall use the same
terminology as for preorders. We therefore speak of monotonic functions, lower
sets, directed sets, and so on. In particular we recall that anideal is a lower
directed set. The set of ideals ofX is calledIdl(X). For anyx ∈ X the set
ι(x) := x ↓ := {y | y < x} is an ideal. The structure(Idl(X),⊆) is a continuous
domain with basisι(X). It is called theideal completionof X. Conversely ifD
is a continuous domain with basisB, then(B,) is an abstract basis whose ideal
completion is isomorphic toD. Notice that directedness implies the following
property, that we callroundedness: if I is and ideal of(X, <), then for every
x ∈ I there existsx′ ∈ I such thatx < x′.
Let (X, <) be an abstract basis,(D,v) be a (not necessarily continuous)
DCPO, andf : X → D be a function mapping< to v (“monotonic”). The






is continuous. Notice that in generalf ](ι(x)) 6= f(x). If (X, <), (Y, <) are two
abstract bases and iff : X → Y is a monotonic function, we define theextension
ext(f) to be the continuous function(ι ◦ f)] : Idl(X) → Idl(Y ).
We conclude this quick introductory part with the definition of the powerdo-
main of valuations.
Definition 4.2. A continuous valuationon a topological space(X, τ) is a function




U ⊆ V =⇒ ν(U) ≤ ν(V );
• (Modularity)
ν(U) + ν(V ) = ν(U ∪ V ) + ν(U ∩ V );








For eachx ∈ X, the functionηx such that
ηx(U) =
{
1 x ∈ U
0 x 6∈ U
is a continuous valuation and it is calledpoint valuation. Asimplevaluation is
a linear combination of point valuations (the addition and scalar multiplication
being defined pointwise). A continuous valuation on a DCPOD is a continu-
ous valuation on its Scott topology. The setV(D) of continuous valuations on
D ordered pointwise is again a DCPO. IfD is a continuous domain,V(D) is a
continuous domain with basis the set of simple valuations.
Now we introduce the new concepts. If(X, <) is an abstract basis then we
can define a relation≺ on IV (X) in such a way that(IV (X),≺) is an abstract
basis:
Definition 4.3. For (xi, pi)i∈I , (yj, qj)j∈J ∈ IV (X)
(xi, pi)i∈I ≺ (yj, qj)j∈J
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if and only if there exists a partial surjective functionf : J → I, s.t.:





We call such anf awitnessfor the relation.
There are three reasons for this choice. Firstly, this definition is an “indexed”
version of the splitting lemma of [Jon90]. Secondly, it has an interesting com-
putational interpretation. To explain this we need the notion of scheduler for a
probabilistic-nondeterministic operational model, which we shall present in sec-
tion 6.1. Finally, this definition corresponds to an inequational theory that allows
us to match equational and categorical distributive laws, as we did in the category
of sets.
Proposition 4.4. (IV (X),≺) is an abstract basis.
Proof: To show transitivity we show that iff is a witness for(xi, pi)i∈I ≺
(yj, qj)j∈J andg is a witness for(yj, qj)j∈J ≺ (zl, rl)l∈L thenf ◦ g is a witness for
(xi, pi)i∈I ≺ (zl, rl)l∈L. Clearly it is surjective.










We have now to show the finite interpolation property. It is enough to consider
the cases for which|F | = 0, 2. We leave to the reader the case|F | = 0. Let
(xi, pi)i∈I , (yj, qj)j∈J ≺ (zl, rl)l∈L with witnessesf and g. For everyl ∈ L
consider the setZl := {xf (l) | l ∈ L} ∪ {yg(l) | l ∈ L}. It is finite. Since
f, g are witnessing functions, we haveZl < zl. Since(X, <) is an abstract basis,


















Consider(z′l, (1 − ε)rl)l∈L. The identity function onL is a witness for(z′l, (1 −













































− 2sε − pi ≥ 0 .
The cases = +∞ is similar. 
Definition 4.5. If D is a continuous domain with basisB, let IV(D) be the ideal
completion of(IV (B),≺). Its elements are calledindexed valuations.
For every indexed finite valuationν := (bi, pi)i∈I over B, we can define a
simple valuationν∗ as follows. ConsiderX := {bi | i ∈ I}. Then defineν∗ :=∑
i∈I piηbi . For every open subsetU of D we defineν(U) := ν
∗(U)
Every indexed valuationν ∈ IV(D) defines a continuous valuationν∗: if L
is a directed set of indexed finite valuations, and ifν =
⊔↑ L, then for every open
O ⊆ D, we defineν∗(O) := supν′∈L ν ′(O).
Moreover, all valuations can be obtained this way.
Proposition 4.6. [Var01] LetV be Jones’ powerdomain of valuations functor. The
function(−)∗ : IV(D) → V(D) is a continuous surjection, natural inD.
4.2 Equational characterization
We are going to characterize indexed valuations as a free construction. Recall the
equational theory (1)–(7) of section 2.2. We add only one more axiom, which
corresponds to definition 4.3 of the AB-relation on indexed finite valuations.
• HV: (p + q)A v (pA ⊕ qA)
Definition 4.7. A continuous quasi-coneis a structure(D,v,⊕,) such that
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• (D,v) is a continuous domain;
• ⊕ : D × D → D is continuous;
•  : [0, +∞] × D → D is continuous4;
• axioms (1)–(7) + (HV) are satisfied.
Let CONT be the category of continuous domains, andQCONT be the
category of continuous quasi-cones and continuous homomorphisms. (In fact,
in what follows, we will always mention bases. ThereforeCONT will be the
category of abstract bases and continuous functions between their completions.
This is clearly equivalent to the category as defined above. Similar considerations
apply to all the other categories we will define.)
Proposition 4.8. The operatorIV defined in the previous section extends to a
functorCONT → QCONT which is left adjoint to the forgetful functor.
Proof: First we show that whenD is in CONT thenIV(D) is indeed in
QCONT. By constructionIV(D) is a continuous domain. We have to define
the operations. We put
• I ⊕ J = {x ⊕ y | x ∈ I, y ∈ J } ↓;
• pI = {px | x ∈ I};
• 0 = {( , )i∈∅}.
Such operations are well defined and they satisfy the axioms. In particular
(HV) follows from the roundedness of the ideals and the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. If ν ≺ ξ andp  q1 + q2 thenpν ≺ q1ξ ⊕ q2ξ.
Proof: Let ν := (ai, pi)i∈I , ξ := (bj , rj)j∈J . Sinceν ≺ ξ, by definition there
existsf : J  I, s.t.:





4The symbol is used here for clarity. Everywhere else the scalar multiplication is denoted
simply by juxtaposition of its arguments.
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We want to prove thatpν ≺ q1ξ ⊕ q2ξ, i.e. that.
(ai, ppi)i∈I ≺ (bj , qkrj)(j,k)∈J×{1,2} .
We need a functionf ′ : J × {1, 2}  I, s.t.:




Definef ′ as follows:f ′(j, k) := f(j). Firstf ′ is clearly surjective. Secondly, the
expression (1) is obviously satisfied. As for (2) notice first thatppi  (q1 + q2)pi;
sincepi 
∑
f(j)=i rj, then fork = 1, 2 qkpi 
∑





f ′(j,1)=i q1rj +
∑
f ′(j,2)=i q2rj =
∑
f ′(j,k)=i qkrj .
Lemma
The operations are continuous. The scalar multiplication is also continuous in
the first argument. To prove that, take an idealI ∈ IV(D). We want to prove that⋃
p<q
pI = qI ,
that is for everyν, we haveν ∈ qI if and only if there existp  q s.t. ν ∈ pI.
The “if” direction follows from monotonicity of the scalar multiplication, which
in turn follows from the fact thatpY ≺ qY ⊕ 0Y = qY . It remains the other
inclusion.
Consider the caseq < ∞ (the other being similar). Takeν ∈ qI. By rounded-
ness there isν′ ∈ qI s.t. ν ≺ ν ′. We leave to the reader to prove that there exists
ε such thatν ≺ (1 − ε)ξν . But ν ′ ∈ qI, thereforeν ∈ (1 − ε)qI.
The nature of the AB-relation allows us to observe
Lemma 4.10.With the definitions above we have
• p[(bi, pi)i∈I ↓] = (bi, ppi)i∈I ↓ ;
• (bi, pi)i∈I ↓ ⊕(b′j , p′j)j∈J ↓= [(bi, pi)i∈I ⊕ (b′j , p′j)j∈J ] ↓ .
To prove this the key observation is the following:
Proposition 4.11. If
(bi, pi)i∈I ≺ (cj, qj)j∈J ,
then for everyj there existc′j  cj andq′j  qj such that
(bi, pi)i∈I ≺ (c′j , q′j)j∈J ≺ (cj , qj)j∈J .
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The proof of this proposition is already contained in the proof of proposition
4.4.
Now we show the universal property, which proves both thatIV is a func-
tor and that is left adjoint: for every continuous functiong : D → E whereE ∈














whereη(d) = {(b, p)∗∈{∗} | b  d, p < 1}. (The assignmentg 7→ g† is continu-
ous.)
Take the restriction ofg to BD. It has a unique homomorphic extensiong :










We claim thatg is monotonic, in the sense that,
Lemma 4.12. if ν ≺ ξ, theng(ν) v g(ξ).
Proof: (of the lemma) First suppose that(b, p)∗∈{∗} ≺ (cj, qj)j∈J , and the the
witnessf for this is total. Thenp 
∑

























qjg(cj) = g ((cj , qj)j∈J) .
Now suppose(bi, pi)i∈I ≺ (cj, qj)j∈J with again a total witnessf . Let Ji =





v g ((cj, qj)j∈Ji) .
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Notice that(bi, pi)i∈I =
⊕
i∈I(bi, pi)∗∈{∗} and (cj, qj)j∈J =
⊕
i∈I(cj , qj)j∈Ji.
Monotonicity of the sum, and the homomorphism condition ong imply that
g ((bi, pi)i∈I) v g ((cj , qj)j∈J) .
Finally, for the case wheref is not total, letJ0 be the domain of andJ1 be its
complement. Clearly(cj , qj)j∈J = (cj, qj)j∈J0 ⊕ (cj, qj)j∈J1. Moreover.
g ((bi, pi)i∈I) v g ((cj , qj)j∈J0) .
Equations (4)-(5) together with the monotonicity of the scalar multiplication im-
ply 0 v A. Therefore
0 = g (( , )) v g ((cj , qj)j∈J1) .
And finally
g ((bi, pi)i∈I) = g ((bi, pi)i∈I ⊕ ( , )) v g ((cj, qj)j∈J) .
(lemma)
Let us callg† the extension ofg to IV(D) (the ideal completion of(IV (BD).)
We recall thatg†(I) :=
⊔↑
X∈I g(X). We know that the functiong
† is continuous.
The continuity of the operations implies thatg† is also an homomorphism. Thus it
is a morphism of the category. It remains to show thatg†
(



















↑ pg(d) = g(d) .
The last two equalities being a consequence of the continuity ofg and of the scalar
multiplication.
In a similar way, using lemma 4.10, one can prove that in fact for everyν ∈














To prove uniqueness, leth : IV(D) → E be a continuous homomorphism
such that for everyd ∈ D, h(η(d)) = g(d). Sinceh is an homomorphism, we




















Sinceh andg† coincide on the basis, they are equal.
We omit the straightforward proof that the assignmentg 7→ g† is continuous.

Omitting the mention of the forgetful functor, we can say thatIV is a monad
in CONT. The unitηIVD : D → IV(D) is defined as
ηIVD (d) = (d, 1)∗∈{∗} ↓= {(b, p)∗∈{∗} | b  d, p < 1} .
The multiplicationµIVD : IV2(D) → IV(D) is just the extension ofµIVB :
IV 2(B) → IV (B) defined as in the categorySET.
Notice that the universal property of this construction shows also that it is
independent of the choice of the basisB of D.
4.3 A distributive law (categorically)
Given a continuous domainD with basisB, consider the setP (B) of nonempty
finite subsets ofB, endowed with the Hoare order:
X ≺ Y ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ X.∃y ∈ Y.x  y .
It is known that(P (B),≺) is a basis for the Hoare powerdomainPH(D).
With the usual abuse of notation, we say thatPH has a monad structure in the
categoryCONT (in the sequel we writeP for PH).
To define a distributive law we need to give a familyαD of continuous func-
tionsIV ◦ P(D) → P ◦ IV(D). Remember that these functors are defined as
ideal completions of some abstract bases. Our approach is to define a (monotonic)
function between the bases and take the extension as our candidate. Consider the











Lemma 4.13.The functionaB preserves the abstract basis relation.





• Sf(j) ≺ Tj .
The second formula is by definition equivalent to saying that for everyb ∈ Sf(j)
there existsc ∈ Tj such thatb  c.
We have to prove that{




(k(j), qj)j∈J | k : J → B, k(j) ∈ Tj
}
.
We have to show that for everyh : I → B, h(i) ∈ Si there exist ak : J →
B, k(j) ∈ Tj such that(h(i), pi)i∈I ≺ (k(j), qj)j∈J . How isk defined? For every
j, considerh(f(j)). It is an element ofSf(j). Therefore there exist somec ∈ Tj
with h(f(j))  c. Letk(j) be one of suchc’s 5. Now we claim thatf is a witness
of (h(i), pi)i∈I ≺ (k(j), qj)j∈J . We have alreadypi 
∑
f(j)=i q(j). And by
constructionh(f(j))  k(j), so we are done. 
Notice that it is essential the way the AB-relation is defined. Had we used Egli-
Milner or Smyth AB-relation on finite sets, the statement of the lemma would not
be true.
DefineαD to be the extension ofaB.
Theorem 4.14.The familyαD : IV(P(D)) → P(IV(D)) defined above is a
distributive law.
We prove naturality directly, relying on the naturality ofaB in the category of
sets. The proof is rather simple, but nevertheless we need some special notation.
Let D be a continuous domain with basisBD. If Y ∈ P (BD) and if X ⊆ D,
we writeY  X to mean∀b ∈ Y.∃d ∈ X such thatb  d. If X ⊆ D we will
write X ↓ to mean
{
Y ∈ P (BD) | Y  X
}
.
If I is a finite set and for everyi ∈ I, di ∈ D, pi ∈ R+, andbi ∈ BD, qi ∈ R+
then we write(bi, qi)i∈I  (di, pi)i∈I to mean∀i ∈ I.bi  di, qi  pi. If J is
any finite set, possibly different fromI, and if for everyj ∈ J , b′j ∈ BD, q′j ∈ R+,
then we write(b′j , q
′
j)j∈J  (di, pi)i∈I to mean that there is(bi, qi)i∈I ∈ IV (BD)
5Since everything is finite, we do not even invoke the axiom of choice, take that, Zorn!
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such that(b′j , q
′
j)j∈J ≺ (bi, qi)i∈I  (di, pi)i∈I . We also write(di, pi)i∈I ↓ to mean{






(Yi, qi)i∈I ∈ IV (P (BD)) | Yi  Xi, qi  pi
}
↓∈ IV(P(D))
and we write {
(dρi , p
ρ
i )i∈I | ρ ∈ R
}
↓
(assuming finiteness ofR) to mean{
{(bρi , q
ρ











We can extend proposition 4.11 and lemma 4.10 to this new notation.
Proposition 4.15. If
(bi, pi)i∈I  (dj , qj)j∈J ,
then for everyj there existc′j ∈ BD, c′j  cj andq′j  qj such that
(bi, pi)i∈I ≺ (c′j , q′j)j∈J  (cj , qj)j∈J .
Lemma 4.16. If di, d′j ∈ D for everyi ∈ I, j ∈ J then:
p[(di, pi)i∈I ↓] = (di, ppi)i∈I ↓ ;
• (di, pi)i∈I ↓ ⊕(d′j , p′j)j∈J ↓= [(bi, pi)i∈I ⊕ (b′j , p′j)j∈J ] ↓ ;
If Y, Y ′ are finite subsets ofD then
• Y ↓ ∪– Y ′ ↓= (Y ∪ Y ′) ↓ .
Using lemma 4.16 we prove the following.
Lemma 4.17. If Z is any set andf : Z → D is a function, then the homomorphic





= (f [Yi], pi)i∈I ↓ ;















Now, letf : D → D′ be a continuous function. Consider the restriction off
to BD. First we prove that
Lemma 4.18.α
(













a // P (IV (B))
f


















(h(i), qi)i∈I | h : I → BD′ , h(i) ∈ Zi
}





(h(i), pi)i∈I | h′ : I → D′, h(i) ∈ f [Yi]
}
↓ .
The first two equalities are true by definition. As for the last, letA be{{
(h(i), qi)i∈I | h : I → BD′ , h(i) ∈ Zi
}
|Zi  f [Yi], qi  pi
}
↓
and letB be {
(h(i), pi)i∈I | h′ : I → D′, h(i) ∈ f [Yi]
}
↓ .
TakeX ∈ B. This means that for everyν ∈ X there existshν : I → D′, hν(i) ∈
f [Yi] such thatν ≺ (hν(i), pi)i∈I . We want to prove thatX ∈ A. So we want to
prove that there exists a family(Zi) and a family(qi) such thatZi  f [Yi], qi 
pi and for everyν ∈ X there existskν : I → BD′ , kν(i) ∈ Zi for which ν ≺
(kν(i), qi)i∈I . By proposition 4.15 we can findqνi  pi and zνi ∈ BD′ with
zνi  hν(i) such thatν ≺ (zνi , qνi )i∈I  (hν(i), pi)i∈I . Let Zi := {zνi | ν ∈ X}
and letqi = maxν∈X qνi . ClearlyZi  f [Yi] andqi  pi. We definekν(i) = zνi
and we are done.
The other inclusion is easier and it is left to the reader.















Let C be this last set. The lemma is proved if we show thatC = B. Recall that in
the proof of theorem 2.8 we have shown that
{





(f(h(i)), pi)i∈I | h : I → BD, h(i) ∈ Yi
}
, so we are done.
To prove naturality now takeI ∈ IV(P(D)). We want to show thatα ◦










D IV(P(D)) α // P(IV(D)).
We do that by a chain of equations
α(IV(P(f))(I)) = sup
J∈IV(P(f))(I)
a(J) by definition ofα
= sup
Jf(I), I∈I












f(H) by definition ofα
= P(IV(f))(α(I)) by definition ofP(IV(f))

To prove the other conditions we use the following fact:
Proposition 4.19.Consider domainsD, D′, D′′ with basesB, B′, B′′. Take func-
tionsf : B → B′, g : B′ → B′′ preserving the AB-relation. Then
ext(g) ◦ ext(f) = ext(g ◦ f).
Thus if we prove the commutativity of a diagram in the category of abstract
basis and monotonic functions, this carries over to the diagram constituted by their
extensions.
Now we have to prove the commutativity of four diagrams. We start with
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Proposition 4.20.
IV ◦ IV ◦ P IVα //
µIVP

IV ◦ P ◦ IV αIV // P ◦ IV ◦ IV
PµIV

IV ◦ P α // P ◦ IV .
We know that for every (abstract) basisB the following diagram commutes
(because it is essentially the diagram for the distributive law in the categorySET):




P (B) // IV (P (B))
aB

IV (P (IV (B)))
aIV (B)

P (IV (IV (B)))
P (µIVB )
// P (IV (B)).
Lemma 4.21.Using the above notation we have
• αD = ext(aB);
• αIV(D) = ext(aIV (B));
• µIVP(D) = ext(µIVP (B));
• P(µIVD ) = ext(P (µIVB ));
• IV(αD) = ext(IV (aB)).
The first three equalities are true by definition, while some work is needed to
show the other two. It can be helpful to state a more general result
Proposition 4.22. Let D, D′ be continuous domains with basisB, B′. Let f :
B → B′ be a function preserving. Then, using the above notation
ext(P (f)) = P(ext(f)), ext(IV (f)) = IV(ext(f)).
Lemma 4.21 together with lemma 4.13 and proposition 4.19 give us the proof
of proposition 4.20.
















IV ◦ P α // P ◦ IV
.
The difference is thatηIV does not preserve the AB-relation. But it is not
difficult to check directly the commutativity of the diagram, using the definition
of the domains as ideal completions.

We therefore have a monad structure for the functorP ◦ IV .
4.4 A distributive law (equationally)
Following [AJ94] we introduce the notion ofDomain-algebra. Let E be an in-
equational theory on some signature. A continuous domain-algebra forE is a
continuous domain together with a Scott-continuous operation for every symbol
in the signature satisfying the inequalities inE .
The continuous quasi-cones defined above can be seen as domain-algebras.
We have to see the scalar multiplication as a collection of unary operations, one for
each positive real (and+∞), and to require explicitly that the scalar multiplication
be continuous in the first argument. (Another possibility would be to define multi-
sorted domain algebras.)
An interesting theory on the signature{ ∪– } is the theory (8)–(10) of semilat-
tices augmented with:
• HP:A v A ∪– B.
Its continuous domain-algebras are also called continuous join semi-lattices.
It is known thatP is the free continuous join semi-lattice. Similarly to what we
have observed in the categorySET, we have the following result.
Definition 4.24. A continuous QCJ-algebrais a continuous domain algebra over
the theory (1)–(12) + (HV) + (HP), with the extra requirement that the scalar
multiplication be continuous in the first argument.
Theorem 4.25.The monad onP ◦ IV obtained from the distributive law is the
free continuousQCJ-algebra.
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Proof: The proof of this theorem follows the same line of the proof of theorem
4.8. First we prove the freeness ofP ◦ IV , then we show the identity of the two
monads.
Proposition 4.26. If D is a continuous domain, thenP(IV(D)) ∈ QCJ.
Proof: We define the operations inP (IV (BD)) as follows:
X ⊕ Y := {ν ⊕ ξ | ν ∈ X, ξ ∈ Y } ;
pX := {pν | ν ∈ X} ;
X ∪– Y := X ∪ Y .
These operations are monotonic with respect to≺ and all the equations ofEq
are true inP (IV (BD)). Moreover:
Proposition 4.27. With the notation used above, ifX ≺ X ′ then for everyY ,
X ≺ X ′ ∪– Y . If X ≺ X ′ andp  q1 + q2 thenpX ≺ q1X ′ ⊕ q2X ′.
The first statement is obvious, from the definition of Hoare order. As for
the second, assumeX ≺ X ′. Take ν ∈ X. We want to show that there is
ν ′ ∈ q1X ′ ⊕ q2X ′ such thatν ≺ ν ′. SinceX ≺ X ′, there existsξ ∈ X ′ s.t.ν ≺ ξ.
By lemma 4.9pν ≺ q1ξ ⊕ q2ξ. And for sureq1ξ ⊕ q2ξ ∈ q1X ′ ⊕ q2X ′. 
(Notice that this proof would not work, had we used the Egli-Milner or Smyth
order on finite sets).
Define the operations in the ideal completion as follows:
I ⊕ J := {X ⊕ Y | X ∈ I, Y ∈ J } ↓ ;
pI := {pX | X ∈ J } ;
I ∪– J := {X ∪ Y | X ∈ I, Y ∈ J } ↓ .
Clearly these operations are well defined, continuous, and satisfy the equa-
tions. The inequationI ⊆ I ∪– J follows from X ≺ X ′ =⇒ X ≺ X ′ ∪ Y and
the roundedness of the ideals. The inequation(p1 + p2)I ⊆ p1I ⊕ p2I follows
from p  q1 + q2, X ≺ X ′ =⇒ pX ≺ q1X ′ ⊕ q2X ′ and the roundedness of the
ideals. It remains to show the continuity of the scalar multiplication. Take an ideal
I ∈ P(IV(D)). We want to prove that⋃
p<q
pI = qI .
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that is for everyX, we haveX ∈ qI if and only if there existp  q s.t.X ∈ pI.
The “if” direction follows from the fact thatpY ≺ qY ⊕ 0Y = qY . It remains the
other inclusion.
Consider the caseq < ∞ (the other being similar). TakeX ∈ qI. If X =
(, )i∈∅ the statement holds. Otherwise, by roundedness there isX ′ ∈ qI s.t. X ≺
X ′. So for everyν ∈ X there isξ ∈ X ′, ν ≺ ξ. Choose one suchξν for each
ν. Everything is finite, so no axiom of choice is invoked. We leave to the reader
to proof that for everyν there existsεν such thatν ≺ (1 − εν)ξν . Defineε to be
the minimum among all the numbersεν , ν ∈ X (they are finitely many). Clearly
X ≺ (1 − ε)X ′. But X ′ ∈ qI, thereforeX ∈ (1 − ε)qI. 
The following universal property holds.
Proposition 4.28. For every continuous functiong : D → E whereE ∈ QCJ


















↓. The assignmentg 7→ g† is continuous.
Proof: Take the restriction ofg toBD. It has a unique homomorphic extension














It can be shown that, ifX ≺ Y theng(X) v g(Y ). Let us callg† the extension
of g toP(IV(D)) (the ideal completion ofP (IV (BD)).) We recall thatg†(I) :=⊔↑
X∈I g(X).
We know that the functiong† is continuous. The continuity of the operations
implies thatg† is also an homomorphism. Thus it is a morphism of the category.






















↑ pg(d) = g(d) .
The last two equalities are a consequence of the continuity ofg and of the scalar
multiplication.












and again we omit the proof that the assignmentg 7→ g† is continuous.
It is clear the functor and the unit are the same. As for the multiplication, no-
tice that the multiplication generated by the freeness condition is the (continuous)
extension of the homomorphic extensiond : P ◦ IV ◦ P ◦ IV → P ◦ IV . The
multiplication of the monad generated by the distributive law isµPµIV ◦ PαIV
which by proposition 4.19 and lemma 4.21 is equal to the continuous extension of
µPµIV ◦ PaIV . But we know thatµPµIV ◦ PaIV = id, (as they are in fact the
multiplication of the composite monad inSET), therefore also their extensions
coincide.
Let’s look at some useful properties. If we define




{(bki , pki )i∈I}
)
= {(bki , pki )i∈I} ↓
it is not difficult to prove that
Proposition 4.29.
ι(A ∪ B) = ι(A) ∪– ι(B)
ι(pA) = pι(A)
ι(A + B) = ι(A) ⊕ ι(B)
ι(0) = 0
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5 The Construction of Tix and Mislove
In this section we only outline the results. More details will appear in the author’s
PhD thesis.
If instead of the axiom (HV) we had added the more standard(p + q)A =
(pA ⊕ qA) (13), the resulting free construction would be the one of Tix and Mis-
love, which still includes the equational distributive laws, but without any corre-
sponding categorical distributive law.
Definition 5.1. [Tix99] A continuous d-coneis a continuous quasi-cone satisfying
(p+q)A = pA⊕qA. The corresponding category is calledCCONE. A continu-
ous join TM-coneis a continuous domain algebra for the theory (1)–(13)+(HP) for
which the scalar multiplication is continuous also in the first argument. The corre-
sponding category is calledCJTM A subsetX of a continuous d-cone isconvex
if for everyx, y ∈ X and for everyp ∈ [0, 1], we have thatpx⊕ (1− p)y ∈ X. If
H is a continuous d-cone, we define
PTM(H) := {X ⊆ H |X 6= ∅, convex, Scott-closed}
Tix calls this construction theconvex hoare powercone. With the sets ordered by
inclusion, the addition and multiplication defined (essentially) pointwise, and the
union defined as union followed by convex closure and by topological closure, we
have thatPTM(H) is a continuous TM-cone.
Jones (and Kirch for our setting) showed that the powerdomain of valuations
functorV : CONT → CCONE is left adjoint of the forgetful functor. Tix in
her thesis showed that the functorPTM (H) : CCONE → CJTM is left adjoint
of the forgetful functor.
If B is a basis forD, finite valuations with the AB-relation induced by the
splitting lemma are a basis forV(D). If B is a basis for the continuous d-coneH,
finite generated convex subsets ofB with a hoare-like AB-relation are a basis for
PTM(H).
6 Semantics of programs
We give an example of how to use the above constructions by giving semantics to
a simple imperative language with probabilistic and nondeterministic primitives.
First we introduce the operational model. We then introduce the language. We
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give operational and denotational semantics to the language, and we state an ad-
equacy theorem. Finally we compare briefly the computational meaning of our
semantics with the one obtained using Tix-Mislove.





We will use this notation even whenI is not finite, to denote the lub of all its finite
“truncations”.
6.1 The operational model
Our operational model is similar to the probabilistic transition systems of [JLY01].
Our presentation is inspired by the alternating model of [Han91].
Definition 6.1. A probabilistic (unlabeled) synchronisation tree (PST) on a set of
“states”S is a structure(Nodes,Arcs, labelN , labelP ) where
• (Nodes,Arcs) is a tree;
• Nodes = N ]P : there areNondeterministicnodes andProbabilisticnodes;
• Arcs ⊆ (N × P ) ] (P ×N): an arc connects only nodes of different kind;
• labelN : N → S: nondeterministic nodes are labeled by states;
• labelP : Arcs∩(P ×N) → R+: arcs leaving probabilistic nodes are labeled
with probabilities;
Definition 6.2. A deterministic schedulerS for a PST is a functionfS : N → P
such that iffS(n) = p then(n, p) ∈ Arcs.
A deterministic6 scheduler chooses for every nondeterministic node one of its
probabilistic sons.
Definition 6.3. A probabilistic schedulerS for a PST is a functionfS : N →
P → R+ such that iffS(n)(p) 6= 0 then(n, p) ∈ Arcs.
A probabilistic scheduler chooses for every deterministic node a discrete val-
uation over its sons. Notice that a deterministic scheduler can always be seen as a
probabilistic scheduler.
6This is the standard term used in literature. It is not a fortunate choice because what we mean
here is absence of probabilities. A better term could becertain.
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The effect of a scheduler is to give a fully probabilistic model. A probabilistic
scheduler is, in practice, labeling with probabilities the arcs going out of a nonde-
terministic node. Once every arc is endowed with probabilities we can talk of the
probability of a path as the (possibly infinite) product of the probabilities of all its
components.
Using probabilistic automata and schedulers we can give another motivation
for our axiom (HV) and corresponding definition 4.3, which implies
























bilistic trees. The processP1 allows two different ways of resolving the nondeter-
minism. The corresponding probability distributions areδT andδF . The process






δF . The processP2 offers more opportunities,
so in a Hoare fashion, we consider it better thanP1. Formally this is implied by




6.2 A simple imperative language
We present a small imperative languageL . It has the following (abstract) syntactic
categories:
• integersNum, ranged over byn;
• locationsLoc, ranged over byX;
• finite probability distributions over integersProb, ranged over byχ;
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• arithmetical expressionsAexp, ranged over bya;
• boolean expressionsBexp, ranged over byb;
• commandsComm, ranged over byc.
The (abstract) BNF for the last three syntactic categories are as follows:
a ::= n | X | a + a | a − a | a ∗ a
b ::= true | false | a = a | a ≤ a | ¬b | b ∧ b | b ∨ b
c ::= skip | X := a | X := χ| c; c |
if b then c else c |
whilei b do c (i ∈ N) |
while b do c | c or c.
We also need the notion ofstate. A state is a functionσ : Loc → Num. We
call Σ the set of states. We call any pair〈c, σ〉 a configuration. We denote the set
of all configurations byΓ. The setΓ is ranged over byγ. To make the notation
more uniform we introduce (at the metalevel) the empty commandε. We use it
with the following meaning:
〈ε, σ〉 ≡ σ ,
ε; c ≡ c; ε ≡ c .
We extend consequently the notion of configuration so that a stateσ is a configu-
ration〈c, σ〉 wherec = ε.
The operational semantics for arithmetic and boolean expressions is as usual.
The operational semantics of configurations is given by a PST built using the rules
in table 1. It is intuitive how, using these rules, one can build a PST on the set of
(extended) configurations.
Now given a configurationγ := 〈c, σ〉 and a schedulerS for the PSTT (γ)
with initial state labeled byγ, we consider the set of finite non-extensible labeled
paths,B(γ,S) for the fully probabilistic tree obtained fromT (γ) via the action of
the schedulerS. For everys ∈ B(γ,S) we define the probability ofs, Π(s), to be
the product of the probability labels ins. We definel(s) to be the label of the last
node ofs.
Definition 6.4. With c, σ,S as above, we define






〈skip, σ〉 1−→σ 〈a, σ〉 → n
〈X := a, σ〉 1−→σ[n/X]
〈X := χ, σ〉(χ(n)−→σ[n/X] )n∈Supp(χ)
〈c, σ〉( pi−→〈ci, σi〉)i∈I
〈c; c′, σ〉( pi−→〈ci; c′, σi〉)i∈I
〈b, σ〉 → false
〈if b then c0 else c1, σ〉 1−→〈c1, σ〉
〈b, σ〉 → true
〈if b then c0 else c1, σ〉 1−→〈c0, σ〉
〈c, σ〉( pi−→γi)i∈I
〈c or c′, σ〉( pi−→γi)i∈I
〈c′, σ〉( pj−→γj)j∈J
〈c or c′, σ〉( pj−→γj)j∈J
〈b, σ〉 → false
〈while b do c, σ〉 1−→σ
〈b, σ〉 → true
〈while b do c, σ〉 1−→〈c;while b do c, σ〉
〈b, σ〉 → false
〈whilei b do c, σ〉
1−→σ
〈b, σ〉 → true
〈whilei+1 b do c, σ〉
1−→〈c;whilei b do c, σ〉
Table 1: Operational semantics
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F [[skip]]σ = {(σ, 1)}
F [[c0 or c1]]σ = F [[c1]]σ ∪ F [[c0]]σ
F [[X := a]]σ = {(σ[n/X], 1)} wheren = [[a]]σ
F [[if b then c0 else c1]]σ =
{
F [[c0]](σ) if [[b]]σ = true
F [[c1]](σ) if [[b]]σ = false
F [[X := χ]]σ = {(σ[n/X], χ(n))n∈Supp(χ)}
F [[c0; c1]] = (F [[c1]])† ◦ F [[c0]]
F [[while0 b do c]]σ =
{
{(σ, 1)} if [[b]]σ = false
{0} if [[b]]σ = true
F [[whilei+1 b do c]]σ =
{
{(σ, 1)} if [[b]]σ = false
F [[c;whilei b do c]](σ) if [[b]]σ = true
Table 2: Denotational semantics for the finite fragment
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[[skip]] = η
[[X := a]]σ = η(σ[n/X]) wheren = [[a]]σ
[[c0 or c1]]σ = [[c1]]σ ∪ [[c0]]σ




[[c0; c1]] = [[c1]]
† ◦ [[c0]]
[[if b then c0 else c1]]σ =
{
[[c0]](σ) if [[b]]σ = true
[[c1]](σ) if [[b]]σ = false
[[while0 b do c]]σ =
{
η(σ)} if [[b]]σ = false
0 if [[b]]σ = true
[[whilei+1 b do c]]σ =
{
η(σ)} if [[b]]σ = false
[[c;whilei b do c]](σ) if [[b]]σ = true
[[while b do c]] = Fix(Φ)
where Φ(f)(σ) =
{
η(σ) if [[b]]σ = false ,
(f † ◦ [[c]])σ if [[b]]σ = true .
Table 3: Denotational semantics
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iv(S, c, σ) := (l(s), Π(s))s∈B(c,σ,S) .
This definition is in accordance with the intuitive interpretation of indexed
valuations: here the indexes are the paths, and the indexing function is assigning
to every path its final state.
6.3 Denotational semantics for the finite fragment
We now give a denotational semantics in terms of indexed valuations. This se-
mantics is adequate with respect to deterministic schedulers: an indexed valuation
is in the denotation of a configuration if there is a deterministic scheduler which
realizes it.
For the finite fragment of the language we can work in the categorySET.
The languageL− has the same syntax asL except that it does not include the
constructorwhile b do c. The operational semantics ofL− is defined as forL.
The denotational semantics
F [[c]] : Σ → P (IV (Σ))
is defined in table 2. The IDV(σ, p)∗∈{∗} is denoted as(σ, p). Recall that the
Kleisli extension for the monadP ◦ IV is denoted by(−)†. Its definition can be
found in section 2.2.
Theorem 6.5 (Adequacy).Let c be a command ofL− andν be an indexed finite
valuation inIV (Σ). Thenν ∈ F [[c]]σ if and only if there exists a deterministic
schedulerS for T (〈c, σ〉) s.t.ν ∼ iv(S, c, σ).
Proof: by well founded induction, the ordering being as follows. Letmaxt(c)
be the maximum tag in a while command occurring inc (0 if there are no while
commands). We say thatc0  c1 if (1) maxt(c0) < maxt(c1) or if (2) maxt(c0) =
maxt(c1) andc0 is a subterm ofc1.
The nontrivial case is the sequential composition. Take a schedulerS fo
〈c0; c1, σ〉. Such anS can be thought of as a schedulerS0 for 〈c0, σ〉 together with
schedulersSu for 〈c1, l(u)〉 for every finiteu ∈ B(〈c0, σ〉,S0). (In the sequel we
writeB(c0, σ,S) for B(〈c0, σ〉,S)).
By induction hypothesis(l(u), Π(u))u∈B(c0,σ,S0) ∈ [[c0]]σ and for everyu,
(l(t), Π(t))t∈B(c1,l(u),Su) ∈ [[c1]]l(u). We have to show that
(l(s), Π(s))s∈B(c0;c1,σ,S) ∈ [[c1]]†([[c0]]σ) .
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Recalling the definition of †, it is enough to show that
(l(s), Π(s))s∈B(c0;c1,σ,S) ∈ [[c1]]†
(
{ (l(u), Π(u))u∈B(c0,σ,S0) }
)
.
Let us defineh : B(c0, σ,S0) → IV (Σ) as
h(u) = (l(t), Π(t))t∈B(c1,l(u),Su) ∈ [[c1]]l(u) .




Notice that a paths ∈ B(c0; c1, σ,S) is the concatenation of a pathu ∈ B(c0, σ,S0)




= (l(s), Π(s))s∈B(c0;c1,σ,S) .
Viceversa suppose(σi, pi)i∈I ∈ [[c1]]†([[c0]]σ). Then there is(σj , qj)j∈J ∈ [[c0]]σ














By induction hypothesis there areS0,Sj such that




)kj∈Kj = (l(t), Π(t))t∈B(c1,σj ,Sj)
The first equation tells us thatJ = B(c0, σ,S0), σj = l(u) andqj = Π(u). The
second equation tells us thatKu = B(c1, l(u),Su) andrjkj = Π(t). This enables











= (l(t), Π(u)Π(t)) u∈B(c0,σ,S0)
t∈B(c1,l(u),Su)
.
As above, combining the schedulers we get a schedulerS such that
iv(S, c0; c1, σ) = (σi, pi)i∈I .

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6.4 Denotational semantics for the full language
For the full language we work inCONT. We give a denotational semantics toL
in terms ofP(IV(Σ)). Given a command ofL , we define its denotation
[[c]] : Σ → P(IV(Σ)) .
The definition is shown in table 3. Recall the behaviour ofη : Σ → P(IV(Σ)):
η(σ) = {(σ, 1)} ↓ .
Again the symbol(−)† denotes the Kleisli extension for the monadP ◦ IV.
The adequacy theorem for the full language suffers the usual limitations due
to the structure of the Hoare powerdomain, which involves only Scott closed sets.
Theorem 6.6.Let c be a command ofL and letν ∈ IV(Σ). Thenν ∈ [[c]]σ iff for
everyξ such thatξ  ν there exists a schedulerS for (c, σ) s.t. iv(S, c, σ) w ξ.
We need some preliminary lemmas.
Observation 6.7.Let c be a command ofL−. Then[[c]]σ = ι(F [[c]]σ).
Proof: By structural induction. Notice that the definitions for[[c]] andF [[c]] go
in parallel with each other.
Proposition 6.8. Let c be a command ofL−. Thenν ∈ [[c]]σ iff there exists
ν ′ ∈ F [[c]]σ s.t.ν v ι(ν ′).
Proof: By theorem 6.5 and the characterization of Hoare powerdomain.
Definition 6.9. Let c be a command ofL. Thenc(i) is the command we obtain by
substituting inc all the occurrences ofwhile b do c′ with whilei b do c′.
Clearlyc(i) is a command ofL−, for everyi. Therefore we have:
Proposition 6.10. Let c be a command ofL andν be a finite indexed valuation
∈ IV (Σ). For everyi we have:
ι(ν) ∈ [[c(i)]]σ iff there exists a schedulerS for (c, σ) s.t. iv(S, c, σ) w ν.
Proof: Clearly a schedulerS for (c, σ) restricts to a schedulerSi for (c(i), σ)
andv(S, c, σ) w v(Si, c(i), σ). On the contrary a schedulerSi for (c(i), σ) can be
extended (possibly in many different ways) to a schedulerS for (c, σ), with the
same inequality as above. This together with Proposition 6.8 and Theorem 6.5,
gives us the statement. 
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Proposition 6.11.For everyc, σ
sup
i∈N
[[c(i)]]σ = [[c]]σ .
Proof: By structural induction, using the continuity of the operators defining
the semantics. 
Coming to the proof of Theorem 6.6, we show the “only if” direction. For
ν ∈ [[c]]σ there are two cases.
1. There isν ′ ∈ F [[c(i)]]σ for somei, such thatν v ι(ν ′). Then we invoke the
Proposition 6.10, and we are done.
2. There is a netνji ∈ [[c(i)]]σ converging toν. By Proposition 6.8 it is not
restricting to assume thatνji = ι(ν̃ji) for someν̃ji ∈ F [[c(i)]]σ. Then we
have a net of schedulersSji such that̃νji = iv(Sji, c(i), σ).
Now if ξ  ν there is akh such that(iv(Skh , c(h), σ)) w ξ. Now we can
extendSkh to anS for (c, σ) with (iv(S, c, σ)) w ξ.
For the “if” direction, suppose that for everyξ  ν there exists a scheduler
Sξ with iv(S, c, σ) w ξ. This is in fact equivalent to saying that for everyξ  ν
there exists a schedulerSξ with iv(S, c, σ)  ξ. Therefore, for big enoughi,
(iv(Siξ, c(i), σ)) w ξ (whereSiξ is the truncation ofSξ to T (〈c(i), σ〉).
If for one of suchSiξ, we haveiv(Siξ, c(i), σ) w ν, thenν is in the denotation,
by proposition 6.8. Otherwise notice that the alliv(Siξ, c(i), σ) are in[[c]]σ, then all
theξ are in the denotation. By Scott closure,ν, which is the directed lub of theξ,
must be in the denotation. 
We cannot hope that there always exists a scheduler which attains the limit
valuation as the following example shows.
Let χ be such thatχ(0) = χ(1) = 1/2. Assumea 6= 0. Define
loop ≡ while true do skip ;
c ≡ Y := 0; Z := 0;while Z = 0 do c0 ;
c0 ≡ (c1; if X ≤ Y then Z := a else loop) or (Y := Y + 1) ;
c1 ≡ (W := 0;while W = 0 do (W := χ; X := X + 1) .
Here there is no schedulerS which assigns probability 1 to a state whereZ = a,












Figure 2: A counterexample
6.5 Denotational semantics using Tix-Mislove
The main feature of our theorems is that they involve deterministic schedulers. A
semantics in terms of the Mislove-Tix functor is adequate with respect to proba-
bilistic schedulers.
Theorem 6.12 (Adequacy).Let c be a command ofL− and ν be an discrete
valuation inV (Σ). Thenν ∈ F [[c]]σ if and only if there exists a probabilistic
schedulerS for T (〈c, σ〉) s.t.ν = v(S, c, σ)
Proof: by well founded induction. Again the nontrivial case is the sequential
composition. Take a schedulerS for 〈c0; c1, σ〉. Such anS can be thought of as a
schedulerS0 for 〈c0, σ〉 together with schedulersSu for 〈c1, l(u)〉 for every finite
u ∈ B(〈c0, σ〉,S0).
By induction hypothesisv(S0, c0, σ) ∈ [[c0]]σ and for everyu, v(Su, c1, l(u)) ∈
[[c1]]l(u).





Π(s) ∈ [[c1]]†([[c0]]σ) .





Π(s) ∈ [[c1]]† ( { v(S0, c0, σ) }) .
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v(Su, c1, σ′′) .
Remember that, by definition:∑
l(u)=σ′′
u∈B(c0,σ,S0)







Since[[c1]]σ′′ is convex, thenh(σ′′) ∈ ([[c1]]σ′′). Therefore by proposition 3.11:∑
σ′′∈Σ







































































































and the thesis is proved. For the last step, notice that a paths ∈ B(c0; c1, σ,S) is
the concatenation of a pathu ∈ B(c0, σ,S0) together with a patht ∈ B(c1, l(u),Su).
Viceversa suppose thatν ∈ [[c1]]†([[c0]]σ). Then there existξ ∈ [[c0]]σ and




hypothesis the exist schedulersS0, Sσ′′ such thatξ = v(S0, c0, σ), andh(σ′′) =
v(Sσ′′ , c1, σ′′). Similar to what we did with deterministic scheduler we combine
them to get a schedulerS such thatν = v(S, c0; c1, σ). Notice that in this case
the combined scheduler has some memoryless character: it behaves the same for
every subtree rooted in a node labeled by a configuration〈c1, σ′′〉, regardless of
the previous history.

We can interpret the semantics in table 3 as being of the form
[[c]] : Σ → PTM(V(Σ)) .
The adequacy result is similar to the previous one, but it speaks of probabilistic
schedulers.
Theorem 6.13.Let c be a command ofL and letζ ∈ V(Σ). Thenζ ∈ [[c]]σ iff
for everyε > 0 there exists a probabilistic schedulerS for (c, σ) s.t. v(S, c, σ) w
(1 − ε)ζ .
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7 Future Work
We have shown that a distributive law exists between the Hoare powerdomain
and the Indexed Valuations. The question arises whether similar results hold for
the Plotkin and the Smyth powerdomain. We believe that each nondeterministic
powerdomain has its corresponding Indexed Valuation functor. The key is the
axiom (HV). If we omit it we get a theory whose free domain-algebra distributes
over the Plotkin powerdomain. If we replace it with
pA ⊕ qA v (p + q)A (SV )
we get a theory whose free domain-algebras distribute over the Smyth powerdo-
main. These ideas have to be studied and a computational meaning has to be found
for them.
It would be also interesting to find a concrete characterization of Indexed Val-
uations. In the category of sets they are but finite random variables. It seems
promising to generalize this setting to random variables on suitable measure spaces.
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